Sociocultural and Structural Factors Contributing to Delays in Treatment for Children with Severe Malaria: A Qualitative Study in Southwestern Uganda
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Abstract. Malaria is a leading cause of pediatric mortality, and Uganda has among the highest incidences in the world. Increased morbidity and mortality are associated with delays to care. This qualitative study sought to characterize barriers to prompt allopatic care for children hospitalized with severe malaria in the endemic region of southwestern Uganda. Minimally structured, qualitative interviews were conducted with guardians of children admitted to a regional hospital with severe malaria. Using an inductive and content analytic approach, transcripts were analyzed to identify and define categories that explain delayed care. These categories represented two broad themes: sociocultural and structural factors. Sociocultural factors were 1) interviewee’s distinctions of “traditional” versus “hospital” illnesses, which were mutually exclusive and 2) generational conflict, where deference to one’s elders, who recommended traditional medicine, was expected. Structural factors were 1) inadequate distribution of health-care resources, 2) impoverishment limiting escalation of care, and 3) financial impact of illness on household economies. These factors perpetuate a cycle of illness, debt, and poverty consistent with a model of structural violence. Our findings inform a number of potential interventions that could alleviate the burden of this preventable, but often fatal, illness. Such interventions could be beneficial in similarly endemic, low-resource settings.

INTRODUCTION

Malaria is a leading cause of child mortality, responsible for approximately 1 million pediatric deaths each year. Uganda has among the highest incidences of malaria in the world; approximately 70,000 to 100,000 children die of this infection annually. Severe malaria infection has a pediatric mortality rate as high as 21%. Although artemesunate therapy has been shown to significantly improve clinical outcomes, the use of this medication is not yet widespread in Uganda. Despite this optimistic treatment, severe and cerebral malaria still carry a mortality rate between 8.5% and 18%, respectively. Adjuvant therapies have been trialed, but none have been proven effective. Therefore, medications alone cannot address the significant impact of this preventable disease.

The lethal nature of severe malaria in children has been attributed in part to late presentation to health-care facilities. Delays to care are dangerous as this disease can progress rapidly over hours. A 2007 retrospective review of children hospitalized in western Kenya showed that 78% deaths from severe malaria occurred within 24 hours of hospital admission. Despite the rapidly progressive nature of this disease, delays to care are quite common. In 2000, the Ugandan Ministry of Health estimated that fewer than 8% guardians with children under 5 years of age sought allopatic care for malaria treatment within 24 hours of symptom onset. Other studies in Uganda and sub-Saharan Africa have shown similar patterns of delayed treatment-seeking behavior. Such delays to definitive care could result from the fact that malaria symptoms may be interpreted as reflecting “traditional illnesses,” caused by bewitching or family curses, for which homeopathic or spiritual remedies are sought first.

In a low-resource setting, such as rural southwestern Uganda, many other factors may impede appropriate care. A 2010 epidemiological survey of the region showed decreasing burden of malaria in urban districts, but stable rates of infection in rural areas. In other rural regions of Africa, studies have indicated that economic and food insecurity, lack of access to transportation, and unequal distribution of health resources delay testing, diagnosis, and treatment of children with malaria. Such data underscore the discrepant global burden of this disease, which falls squarely upon the world’s most vulnerable populations.

It is clear that delayed diagnosis and treatment increase the risk of morbidity and mortality from severe malaria infection. Researches in other regions of Africa have highlighted several social and economic forces that have contributed to such delays; however, the scope and impact of these variables are not well understood, particularly as such forces can structure health-care-seeking behavior and limit access to health-care resources. To effectively develop interventions aimed at reducing the burden of this preventable disease, more research is needed to characterize the factors that frame treatment seeking and access to appropriate care in low-resource, malaria-endemic settings. To this end, we conducted a qualitative study aimed at identifying factors that explain delays to timely treatment of malaria among children in southwestern Uganda.

METHODS

Study design. Qualitative data collection was undertaken via minimally structured, face-to-face interviews with guardians of children 12 years of age or younger admitted to a regional referral hospital with some form of severe malaria. Given the resource-limited hospital context, we could not strictly adhere to the detailed laboratory guidelines used by the World Health Organization in the definition of severe malaria, which, for example, includes measures of renal function and arterial pH. Instead, we relied on a combination of
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clinical and laboratory findings available in our treatment setting and developed the following modified definition of severe malaria: confirmed *Plasmodium* parasitemia on peripheral smear with any of the following: 1) altered mental status; 2) convulsions; 3) severe anemia (hemoglobin < 5 g/dL, or symptomatic anemia requiring blood transfusion at the discretion of attending clinician); or 4) respiratory distress. We acknowledge that this approach does not specifically exclude alternative causes of illness or coinfections such as pneumonia or bacteremia, and that many children in this region have chronic parasitemia. However, these children are ostensibly hospitalized for severe malaria, based on their clinical condition and a positive blood smear, and receive treatment accordingly. As our study sought to identify factors causing delays to care, rather than treat or diagnose malaria itself, we did not believe that use of this liberal clinical definition would undermine our results.

The goal of the study was to better understand the factors contributing to delays in care for children hospitalized with severe malaria in southwestern Uganda. The study had three specific objectives: 1) to understand the nature of cultural and/or social factors that delay or impede timely treatment of malaria in children, 2) to characterize structural or economic barriers guardians faced when guardians attempted to escalate care to allopathic providers, and 3) to characterize the financial impact of illness on families with children hospitalized with severe malaria.

The research was approved by the Institutional Review Board, Partners Healthcare/Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA; the Institutional Ethical Review Committee, Mbarara University of Science and Technology, Mbarara, Uganda; and the Ugandan National Council for Science and Technology, Kampala, Uganda.

**Study setting.** Participants were enrolled at the general pediatrics ward of the Mbarara Regional Referral Hospital, a teaching hospital located approximately 250 km southwest of the Ugandan capital city of Kampala. The ward has an annual census of approximately 8,000 children. Approximately 600 children (7.5% of all admissions) are admitted each year for severe malaria infection. Annually, one-third of the children admitted to the ward test positive for malaria parasites on peripheral smear. The region surrounding Mbarara has a tropical climate, with bimodal rainfall, averaging 1,200 mm annually and occurring primarily between the months of September through January, and again from March through May. Admissions for severe malaria infection tend to peak during these rainy months.

**Sampling, recruitment, and enrollment.** We used a purposive sampling strategy to guide enrollment, which sought to identify “information-rich” cases: individuals having knowledge and experience with our topics of interest. Guardians of the children admitted for severe malaria were therefore identified as the focus of recruitment, as they could speak directly to the process of seeking care, and the factors contributing to delays in care for their children. Guardians were eligible for participation in the study if they were aged 18 years or older, self-identified as the primary guardian of the admitted child, and were able to provide informed consent in one of the two languages spoken by study staff (Runyankole, the local language, and English). No remuneration was provided for those who chose to participate. Four hundred and twenty-two guardians were eligible for inclusion between November 2013 and March 2014. Of them, 79 were approached for inclusion. The small percentage of those enrolled compared with those eligible for participation (18%) was due to an a priori cap placed on the number of interviews conducted per day to provide adequate time for translation, transcription, and quality review following each interview (see “Ensuring data quality” section below).

Four coauthors (Harriet Adrama, Jackline Tumuhairwe, Sheilla Mbabazi, and Kenneth Mworozi) carried out recruitment and enrollment on a rolling basis. Eligible participants were recruited only if their child’s medical condition was stable or improving, to avoid adding stress to guardians facing potential death of their child. Eligible guardians were not recruited if 1) child was discharged before study staff was able to recruit the guardian; 2) numerous eligible guardians were present on the ward at the same time, and not enough study staff were available to recruit them; or 3) the admitted child expired or had a complicated hospital course. The recruitment process went as follows: a coauthor approached a potential participant on the pediatric ward, introduced himself/herself, provided background information on the purpose of the study, and inquired if the individual was interested in participating. If the individual expressed interest, then he/she was enrolled.

Enrollment generally took place on the same day as recruitment and consisted of informed written consent followed by a 1-hour long interview. Of the 79 guardians approached for participation, three declined to participate. One guardian was not enrolled because she did not speak one of the languages used for consent and interview. A total of 75 guardians were enrolled. In cases where the potential participant had limited literacy, consent forms were read aloud. Understanding of the consent process was verified with a questionnaire for all potential participants. The enrollment process and interviews were conducted in a private room, located down the hall from the pediatric ward.

The process of recruitment, enrollment, interview, translation, transcription, and quality review typically spanned 2–5 days from beginning to completion. This entire process was completed before a study staff member recruited another participant for enrollment. Qualitative data analysis was ongoing throughout the study period, as transcripts were reviewed for content in real time (see “Data analysis” section below). Enrollment was continued until data saturation was reached. While complete content saturation is realistically impossible, the concept of data saturation describes the point when interviews no longer reveal substantial new or relevant information, and analytical categories are sufficiently well developed based on content present in completed interviews. Following review of 75 interview transcripts, enrollment in the study was stopped.

**Data collection.** Interviews were conducted between November 2013 and March 2014 by four of the coauthors who worked full-time in the region, had familiarity with local customs and cultural norms, and were fluent in the two languages used in this study. These researchers were trained in qualitative methods as well as ethical standards of human subjects research. Interviews were conducted in either Runyankole or English, based on the preference of the participant. To ensure reliability among interviewers, an interview guide was followed to facilitate consistent focus on the following core topics: 1) guardian knowledge of pediatric malaria symptoms; 2) course of the child’s illness; 3) perceived barriers to the
child’s allopathic care; and 4) financial costs of the illness. Interviewers were encouraged to tailor questions to the responses provided by each participant. Interviews were audio recorded, and lasted approximately 1 hour. These were subsequently translated and transcribed into English by the interviewer.

Ensuring data quality. The integrity of translations was ensured by review of transcripts by one of the coauthors (Juliet Mwanga-Amumpaire) who was fluent in both languages used in the study. She reviewed all English transcripts for potential translation errors and cross-checked transcripts with the original interview recordings in cases where she felt that original meaning may have been compromised by translation. Transcripts were also monitored by the primary author for clarity, attention to detail, grammar, and style. To ensure the highest quality study data, study staff translated and transcribed interviews within 24 hours of completion. These were reviewed by the primary author within 48 hours of transcript completion.

Data analysis. Data were analyzed using an inductive approach to category construction and a content analysis framework. An inductive approach is one in which findings emerge through iteration, or repeated engagement, with a dataset. In this study, interview transcripts were reviewed for content pertaining to barriers to prompt treatment of children with malaria, and on the cost of illness borne by guardians and their families. On the basis of this content, a coding system was developed that represented common topics encountered in the transcript review. Codes were sharpened and refined throughout the data analysis period, as new transcripts were analyzed shortly after interview completion. This process continued until new interview data did not alter the definition or scope of the codes. Then, using this final set of codes, all interviews were re-coded. NVivo 10 software (QRS International Pty Ltd, Victoria, Australia) was used to organize study data, but not in the generation of codes.

Content analysis involved a process of data reduction where core themes were identified within the dataset. Using this process, coded data were scrutinized, grouped, and re-grouped in an effort to elucidate patterns that might indicate an underlying theme or explanation for barriers to prompt treatment of children with severe malaria. Through this process, descriptive categories were developed to characterize factors contributing to delays in care for these children. These categories were “named” to describe a basis of explanation for the observed phenomenon. These categories were revised, elaborated, refined, and validated through data triangulation, where multiple interview sources were considered to develop a robust understanding of the phenomenon of interest. Example(s) from the dataset were selected that best illustrate the category. Four categories were developed and are presented here under two broad themes: 1) sociocultural factors and 2) structural factors that contribute to delayed treatment of children with severe malaria (see Figure 1).

RESULTS

Characteristics of the sample. Our study included 75 participants; 76% (*N* = 57) of these individuals were female. Ages ranged from 18 to 60 years, with a mean age of 31 years. Average household size was 6.2 persons. Families came to Mbarara Regional Referral Hospital from the surrounding area of southwestern Uganda, ranging from 3 to 125 km away. Average monthly household income was 187,520 Ugandan shillings (UGX; approximately US$72). Highest level of education ranged from none to technical school graduate. Further details of these characteristics are provided in Table 1. The majority of guardians enrolled in the study were mothers (*N* = 54) or fathers (*N* = 17), but aunts (*N* = 1), uncles (*N* = 1), and grandmothers (*N* = 2) were also included.

Sociocultural factors that impede timely treatment. The influences of interpersonal relationships and cultural norms intersect when a guardian recognizes that his or her child is ill and requires treatment. These sociocultural factors underlie the process of how and when care is sought. We identified two

**Table 1.** Characteristics of study participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female gender</td>
<td>76% (<em>N</em> = 57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (in years, range; mean)</td>
<td>18–60; 31.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household size (in persons, range; mean)</td>
<td>3–14; 6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance of residence from Mbarara (in kilometers, range; mean)</td>
<td>3–125; 47.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly household income (in UGX, range; mean)</td>
<td>5,000–1,500,000; 187,520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest educational level (range; median)</td>
<td>None–technical school; 5th grade</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UGX = Ugandan shillings.
sociocultural factors that contributed to delays in care for children with severe malaria: 1) discerning between “traditional” and “hospital” illnesses and 2) generational conflict.

Discerning between traditional and hospital illness. Participants described two mutually exclusive etiologies for the physical symptoms observed in their child. Traditional illnesses were those caused by bewitching, demons, family curses, or other factors that must be cured through herbal/traditional treatments. In contrast, hospital illnesses were those requiring treatment with western medicines for resolution. Of the families included in the study, 16 (21%) sought care from a traditional healer prior to arrival in our facility. Many more guardians struggled with the choice of whether to seek care initially from a traditional or allopathic provider. Guardians reported that if the first treatment modality failed, then they would try the other. The following quote describes a mother’s decision to visit first a traditional healer before coming to the hospital, and the delay that resulted from that choice:

I did not know what to do. I decided to take her there (to the traditional healer) and check. When you take them there, she checks and tells you whether she has it (a traditional illness) or not. When I reached there, she told me she has the disease and treated her, but afterwards the child continued to become very sick. That’s when I brought her here (to the hospital). (22 years old, mother)

Those who chose to seek allopathic care first emphasize the benefit of blood testing to inform diagnosis and guide treatment. This father describes his thought process in the face of discordant advice from family and friends about where to take his child for initial treatment:

[My friends and family] told me to take the child to traditional doctors, as she could have been bewitched, but I said, ‘No. Let me first take her to the hospital and they see . . . . if they check and find that it is not malaria, then I will know that it is witchcraft and go [to the healers].’ They found that it was malaria, and we continued with the hospital. (35 years old, father)

Generational conflict. As suggested by the quotes presented above, there are conflicting influences directing guardians to either the traditional healers or allopathic providers. Guardians receive advice from family members, friends, and neighbors regarding care for their children. We also noted that, in this cultural setting, extended families are closely involved in childcare. While extended family members may not live in the same home, they often live in structures constructed on the same plot of land. As such, the health-care practices and beliefs of older family members can put children at risk of malaria infection. For example, parents report that grandparents provide care for their children in homes without insecticide-treated nets and routinely treat fevers with herbal home remedies.

In general, our data demonstrate that young parents struggle with advice from older members of society, who recommend initial treatment from traditional practitioners rather than from allopathic providers. These guardians—who often wish to seek allopathic care first—are torn between their own ideas about appropriate treatment of their child and the sociocultural expectation of showing respect and deference to members of the preceding generation, who suggest traditional medicine approaches. The following quotes illustrate this tension:

My parents were saying it is the traditional illness that is making him sick. I said, ‘But I have given the herbs you have been advising me to give, and he is not improving at all.’ They disagreed . . . . then the child became very ill . . . . when I told my husband, he agreed to take him to clinic for testing. (23 years old, mother)

My mother told me it was a [traditional illness], and I first went [to the healer] because a parent can’t tell you to do something and you fail to do it. You have to obey. You first try what they tell you and when that fails, you can go to the hospital. (18 years old, father)

These types of conflicts uniquely affected younger caregivers in our study (under the age of 40 years) and caused delays to care, as they often deferred to the advice of their elders. Otherwise, there were no appreciable differences in care seeking between the older and younger caregivers in our study.

Structural factors that impede timely treatment. Unique political, historic, and economic factors create and reinforce local institutions, infrastructure, and social inequities that influence access to, and engagement with, health-care resources. Considered together, these are structural factors that impact the process of seeking treatment of a sick child. Our data revealed two structural factors that contribute to delayed care for children in this region with severe malaria: 1) the distribution and organization of health-care resources, and 2) impoverishment.

Distribution and organization of health resources. A mix of private and government clinics and hospitals provide health care for the inhabitants of rural southwestern Uganda. Private clinics are for-profit ventures that include both formal and informal facilities; many are single-room, one-person operations staffed by individuals without formal medical training. Most private clinics do not have blood testing capability, and practice empiric treatment of ailments without laboratory confirmation. Such facilities tend to be preferentially visited due to their proximity to villages. Health care at government facilities is free of charge, but these tend to be further away from the villages and are therefore less commonly visited first. A mother describes her experiences with the health-care services in this rural setting:

Sometimes, on the weekend, there are no health workers. . . . There is one clinic which tests blood in K___, but the one in the village does not . . . . the others [clinics in the village] treat the disease while guessing whether this is malaria or not. They do not know what they are treating. (29 years old, mother)

Following initial visits to these local clinics, families may attempt to manage children at home using a combination of antipyretics, antibiotics, antimalarial and/or antiviral medications distributed by these facilities. When children deteriorate on these regimens, caretakers seek a higher level of care at larger clinics in neighboring towns, or at government hospitals.
This leads to repeated treatment seeking over a span of days to weeks as a child’s condition worsens. The distribution of resources in this rural area also creates delays in diagnosis and treatment. Respondents describe experiences at both private and government facilities where health-care providers were not present, crucial medications were out of stock or past the expiration date, diagnostic testing was not performed, and blood products necessary for transfusion were unavailable to treat severe malarial anemia. A grandmother recounts her visits to multiple facilities in an effort to find appropriate care for her grandchild:

We took him to the clinic and after reaching there they told us they can’t manage him. They don’t have drips or blood. Because the child doesn’t have blood (is anemic), they told us we have to take him to the town…. They said, ‘If we inject him he will die because the child is very sick’. We ran at night to town. After reaching there, another clinic they also refused; they can’t manage him. ‘Take him to a referral hospital’. (60 years old, grandmother)

Impoverishment. In this low-resource setting, people lack access to money and transportation that could quickly facilitate a higher level of care for their affected children; lack of funds prohibits timely escalation of care as guardians spend time raising money needed for the journey to Mbarara. The following quotes illustrate these experiences:

We first went to a private clinic … [the practitioner] checked him and referred us to Mbarara, but we did not have the money, and instead returned home. We spent about three days at home and the child worsened. Then we took him to the government clinic … because we did not have money for transportation [to Mbarara], we stayed in the village hoping that the child could improve. (28 years old, mother)

The government health center is far and the money for a [motorcycle taxi], … most of the times you don’t have cash. Even that money that we used for transportation, I borrowed it from another woman. I told her that my child is bad off and then she gave it to me…. That’s how we managed to come here [to Mbarara]. (35 years old, mother)

Lack of money to finance costs of transportation and allopathic care may influence the decision to seek care from local, traditional healers or informal private clinics rather than the government health centers located many kilometers away. In Uganda, one traditional practitioner exists for every 200–400 persons, while the density of trained, allopathic medical personnel is 1 per 20,000 persons. Furthermore, the cost of a motorized taxi can range from 2,500 to 200,000 UGX (US$1 = 2,500 UGX) depending on the distance traveled, time of day, and type of vehicle hired. Given that the average monthly income for rural households in Uganda is approximately 222,000 UGX (approximately US$83), the cost of travel to allopathic facilities is prohibitively high. One of our participants suggests that some people in her village prefer traditional medicine because they do not have the money to get to the hospitals:

Financial impact of illness on families. The economic impact of malaria in low-resource settings has been described as a cycle, where illness creates debt, leading to poverty, which then predisposes individuals to further illness. Our participants describe financial strain associated with their child’s illness consistent with this type of cycle. While there is no charge for treatment in the public referral hospital where participants were enrolled, families must bear high costs of transportation to and from Mbarara, and—while a child is in the hospital—food for the hospitalized child and guardian. Funds needed to facilitate hospitalization are often borrowed from family members, neighbors, and village banks. In the context of preexisting impoverishment, this process creates sizeable debt for families. Furthermore, guardians report significant loss of earnings during hospitalization as they are taken away from income-generating activities. In addition, household economies in this region often depend on investments such as livestock or produce. When a child is admitted to the hospital, guardians are unable to attend to these investments, creating an avenue for loss of capital. A mother describes the impact of her child’s hospitalization on her farm at home:

I was cultivating sweet potatoes; today I have not cultivated them. I have pigs, yesterday never fed and today not fed. I have hens; they have not got anyone to feed them. I also have goats; they are few but I have them. They are all suffering when I have the child [in the hospital]…. If something has not eaten [one of my animals], it will die, or sometimes it will stray and [a thief] will kill it or take it. (28 years old, mother)

Despite the economic hardship created by illness and hospitalization, guardians prioritize their child’s well-being over income-generating activities, and recognize the need for sacrifice to access appropriate care. The following quote from a mother illustrates the prioritization of her child’s well-being despite devastating losses to her household economy as a result of the current illness:

It is harvest time and we are harvesting millet, and we left them in the garden to be eaten by the birds. Can you harvest when the child is sick? The sorghum is also still in the garden and even maize is being eaten by rodents. I tried to ask for a loan to pay back after the child has gotten better, and they told me ‘Can we give you the loan when your maize is being eaten by the rats?’ Can someone give you a loan when your maize is rotting? … The gardens are not more important than my child whom I produced and lost blood. I will dig other gardens. As a saying goes,
“It is better to not to dig in this season than to be added on as soil (be buried in the ground after death).”
(35 years old, mother)

DISCUSSION

Our study revealed numerous factors contributing to delayed treatment of children with severe malaria in southwestern Uganda. We have categorized these broadly into sociocultural and structural factors. Here, based on our findings, we present potential interventions that could alleviate the burden of disease in this region. Although the goal of qualitative research is to produce a contextual, detailed understanding of a phenomenon rather than broadly generalizable results, we noted many similarities with other African studies on barriers to malaria control. As such, our findings and suggestions may be applicable to other rural areas of Africa. We also believe that forces we identify are not unique to the problem of malaria, and may be broadly applicable to understanding difficulties with access to appropriate health care in resource-poor contexts in general.

We found that late presentation of children with severe malaria to allopathic facilities was framed by two sociocultural factors: 1) interviewees’ distinctions between traditional and hospital illnesses, which were thought of as mutually exclusive and 2) advice from family elders. The category to which any given illness is assigned drives subsequent treatment-seeking behavior by determining the context in which initial care is sought. Related to the process of seeking care, we note the influence of family elders in recommending traditional healers for initial assessment. As a result, symptoms such as coma, convulsions, respiratory distress, pallor, and fever are sometimes interpreted as signs of a traditional illness, rather than markers of severe malaria infection. As such, many children are initially seen by traditional healers in the village setting instead of by allopathic providers. In the case of severe malaria, where delays to care are associated with increased morbidity and mortality, the guardian’s critical decision lies in which initial treatment modality to pursue.

Given these widespread practices, we suggest that educational programs targeting both village inhabitants (as highlighted in references 25, 26) and traditional practitioners (see reference 27) could facilitate testing and treatment prior to, or concurrent with, care from traditional healers. Traditional practitioners are important stakeholders in the management of pediatric malaria; educational programs could focus on integration of rapid diagnostic testing and/or antimalarial medications into existing healing practices. Such interventions must not subvert the current authority of traditional healers, but facilitate a dialogue where the technologies used in early diagnosis and treatment of malaria could be incorporated into their practices. Such an approach is likely to increase access to these potentially life-saving therapies.

Improving or increasing knowledge does not in itself lead to changes in health-care-seeking behavior, which is shaped by cultural traditions and constrained by economy and geography. As suggested above, educational content is more likely to be accepted if it can be integrated into current practices [for example, references 30–33 for HIV/AIDS]. Reference to one’s elders is an important cultural value in this setting, and cross-generation relationships have an impact on the initial treatment received by a child with malaria. Integrating blood testing with traditional practices (such as herbal or spiritual treatments) may also be a way to avoid engendering familial conflict while ensuring early diagnosis and treatment of sick children.

We identified two significant structural issues that contribute to delays in care for children with severe malaria: 1) distribution of health-care resources and 2) impoverishment. These realities are deeply rooted in the politics, economy, and history of a region. The term structural violence has been used to describe such systematic, pervasive inequalities that perpetuate suffering and limit agency for certain groups. These inequities frame the experience of illness by constraining and restraining individuals’ access to resources, and predispose certain groups to infectious vulnerability, disease progression, and complications. Structural violence therefore determines who has access to appropriate care, and who is likely to fall ill again despite treatment.

Consistent with this framework, our data demonstrate that inequitable distribution of health resources throughout the region, along with underlying poverty, restrict treatment options for children with symptoms of severe malaria. These children initially present to local clinics that do not have testing facilities, medications, or blood products necessary for appropriate treatment. Costs associated with travel to government clinics and referral hospitals are gravely prohibitive for families in this region. The agency of guardians is constrained by the structural realities they inhabit, and within which they navigate their search for appropriate health care for their children.

By acknowledging and understanding the structural realities within which illness occurs and is perpetuated, we can begin to explore potential solutions. For example, we noted poor distribution of health-care resources in village settings. Expansion of point-of-care testing (such as rapid diagnostic kits) and improving distribution of antimalarial medication to private village clinics, could facilitate early testing and appropriate treatment in the rural setting where many children initially presented. In some regions of southwestern Uganda, rapid diagnostic testing is currently carried out by community health workers (CHWs). We suggest supporting or creating programs that empower and expand the scope of these workers. CHWs may gain the trust of local populations by working closely with them, and are in a unique position to influence and educate communities. By teaching CHWs about the barriers faced by village inhabitants when seeking care, they may be able to provide concrete and pragmatic solutions about how and where to access appropriate treatment. For example, CHWs could direct guardians to health-care facilities with blood products for those children likely to require transfusion, or to clinics with ambulance services to speed referral to a referral hospital if necessary. Furthermore, for those children requiring transfer to a higher level of care, the implementation of a regional motorized ambulance system would reduce the financial barrier of transportation costs for these families.

While the high rate of pediatric malaria is only one of numerous problems in southwestern Uganda, our data indicate its relative importance to respondents as they prioritize the lives of their children above their family’s financial and food security. As Sachs (2005) discusses, disease and poverty are inexorable. Reducing the burden of disease is a crucial step toward improving economic status, and vice versa.
By addressing the factors that create barriers to care for children with severe malaria, in addition to decreasing morbidity and mortality from this preventable illness, we can potentially eliminate a common pathway that perpetuates the cycle of illness, debt, and poverty for families in this area.

The study has several limitations. We expect that we were not able to gather data about children with the worst outcomes. Guardians were enrolled after their children were hospitalized for severe malaria at Mbarara Regional Referral Hospital; therefore our sample only includes data from families who were able to successfully reach our facility and excludes those who could not. In addition, our study protocol precluded study staff from approaching families of children with deteriorating clinical course in the hospital. Therefore, our results may underestimate the severity of barriers to care for the most critically ill children. Second, our sample is composed of approximately three-quarters of female participants. As such, it is possible that our findings underrepresent the experiences of male guardians. We did not observe any significant thematic distinctions between responses given by our female and male participants; this suggests the smaller male sample has not influenced our findings. Finally, there were many eligible participants that could not be enrolled due to time-consuming nature of qualitative research. We attempted to address this limitation by continuing enrollment until we reached data saturation, suggesting that major themes pertaining to barriers to care were not excluded, and larger sample size would not have significantly changed our findings.

CONCLUSION

The morbidity and mortality of malaria infection is unequally borne by the world’s most vulnerable populations. We identified several sociocultural and structural factors that contribute to delays in care for children with severe malaria in southwestern Uganda, which may be relevant to addressing the problem of malaria control, as well as improving access to health care in general, in other regions of Africa: 1) discerning between traditional versus hospital illness, 2) generational conflict, 3) distribution and organization of health resources, and 4) impoverishment. Interventions that consider the forces that frame the process of treatment seeking and determine access to health care are more likely to succeed and potentially address the insidious cycle of illness, debt, and poverty while concurrently decreasing the heavy burden of pediatric malaria in the region.
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